Todate the design of journal bearings depends on the solutions of Reynolds equation by -iterative techniques. In this paper, the Tri Diagonal Matrix Algorithm (TDMA) is modified to fit boundary valued two dimensional problems and is used to find direct and rapid reliable solutions. With this direct technique, Sommerfeld numbers and attitude angles are derived with less than 2 percent deviation from the results of conventional bearing numerical analysis but around 50 times faster. The pressure distributions obtained from both iterative and direct techniques are compared with those acquired from experimental testing. The TDMA solutions show reliability
for wide ranges of LID and eccentricity ratios.
INTRODUCTIDN
The performance characteristics of journal bearings are commonly obtained from the numeriaal solutions of Reynolds equation by iterative technique, [13 . Although these methods are reliable when a large number of nodal points are considered, the computational cost involved can be prohibitive, particularly in rotor dynamic analysis, transient studies and bearing design optimization which call for extensive computer search processes.
Instead , current practices adopt approximate methods to obtain relative performance values. These include Ocvirk approximate solution which assumes a parabolic pressure distribution in the axial direction, or the use of modified parabolic exponents, Shelly [2] . Errors involved with such methods are found to increase rapidly with journal eccentricity and aspect ratios. The numerical scheme presented in this paper is a direct method of solution based on the Tri Diagonal Matrix Algorithm (TUNA), which is developed to sat two dimensional boundary value problems, [ L,(4) arranged in a matrix form create a tri-diagonal matrix. In such cases the solution may be obtained directly by the TDMA if the two boundary values are known, (appendix I). For a journal bearing subjected to pure spin, positive S starts at e=o and the Christopherson cavitating approximation simply demands that the calculated pressure is not allowed to become negative, [5] . The nature of the TDMA calls for calculations of two coefficients a and begining at 0=o, ( appendix I). The cavitation boundary is found at the location where changes sign from positive to negative. Thus, the trailing edge is determined without iteration leading to a great reduction in the computational time. 
